


Jewellers 
of fragrance

This slogan appeared in our heads intuitively, 
because we approach the production of our candles with the same 

accuracy like jewellers who polish the most beautiful diamonds. 

Just like they carefully choose the best stones to polish, 
just we also select with great accuracy the best quality raw materials 

to be able to offer you a top shelf product. 

The testimony of our efforts is elaborately refined, 
subtle fragrances hidden in unusually velvety wax. 
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From the deep need to find the highest quality, 
sealed with years of searching, candles were born whose finish,

appearance and the content meet our expectations.

Vellutier® are candles in which global design and elegance meet in one place. 
Our passion for above-average solutions has always pushed us to search for real gems, 

jewels in the surrounding reality. Inspired by the perfection of nature,
innovation of technical thought and the charismatic nature of unusual places and stories, 

we have created exclusive and unique candles which,
present change in the surrounding space.  

Achieving heights at every stage of production was possible 
thanks to the cooperation of brilliant artists and specialists in the field of glass design, 

woodworking and honoured masters of world perfumery. 

Real jewels - Vellutier® candles have been hidden in the highest quality, 
special recipe velvety wax  and packed in a unique glass dedicated to our brand. 

Its sophisticated shape, with its characteristic two-angled cut, 
forms a perfect figure with a precisely matched lid made of real wood.

 A heraldic logo engraved in the wooden lid emphasizes 
the uniqueness of the noble material, revealing its unique structure.

Vellutier® candles have a special cotton wick which is made
 with addition of  Egyptian cotton. To make it we use the highest quality cotton 

which allows the candle to burn with a nice, clean flame.

Vellutier® fragrances are carefully selected elegant compositions 
that take us to distant places by telling, through the unique notes sunk in them, 

exciting stories from the most beautiful corners of the world. 
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Thanks to an elegant yet simple form 
and extremely precise finish, 

Vellutier® candles are a great decoration 
of any interior, and the unique fragrances 

of our candles, created in the best 
perfume houses in Europe, 

reach the most sophisticated tastes.
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The unique recipe of our wax 
was created in Great Britain and is the result 
of our many years of research in this field. 

The wax in Vellutier® candles has beautiful, velvety structure, 
hence derives the name of the brand Vellutier® 

- from Italian velluto which means velvet.

We are proud of our wax,
 that’s why we do not cover it in lacquered containers, 

our glass has a unique shape and extremely 
clean structure that underlines its “luxuriousness”.

Our wax blend is   based on rapeseed wax 
from regional European crops. 

It allows us to get the effect of a creamy candle that looks 
beautiful, smells natural and burns very well.
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Elegant, wooden and very boutique boxes 
conceal a real jewel: original recipe velvet wax 

melt wrapped in a stylish tissue, created from carefully 
selected, top-quality, safe ingredients. 

Created especially for us, complex fragrances 
of our wax melts are the work of honoured masters of world 

perfumery. Thanks to their unique notes they take us to 
distant places, telling exciting stories from the most 

beautiful corners of the world. 

Because of its exquisite form our wax melt 
wooden boxes are an ideal gift for anyone

who appreciates exceptional quality.
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Elegant and tasteful, Vellutier® matches 
suit perfectly to all our products. 

Thanks to their elongated form, 
they easily light candles at each stage of burning. 

It’s the perfect and practical addition to every candle.
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The stylish Vellutier® bag is also very durable. 

It’s an ideal addition to Vellutier candles 
which emphasize their exceptional quality. 

Our bag is great to pack a chosen candle gift.



Grand coLLection
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oudwood Journey

India, Laos, Indonesia... take an aromatic journey to the mythical land of the east, 
wrapped in fragrances of sensual oud, olibanum, patchouli, musk and amber.

Large CandLe
Hight: 16 cm
Width: 11 cm
wax weight: 515 g
RRP: €34,90

MediuM CandLe
Hight: 11,5 cm
Width: 9 cm
wax weight: 225 g
RRP: €22,90

SMaLL CandLe
Hight: 9 cm
Width: 7 cm 
wax weight: 90 g
RRP: €14,90

Wax MeLt
Hight: 3 cm
Width: 10 x 7 cm
wax weight: 50 g
RRP: €6,90
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after the storm

Unusual power released in the storm element - intense notes of cool wind, ozone, sea salt 
harmonizing with the aromas of moistened white tea leaves, orange blossom and sandalwood.

Large CandLe
Hight: 16 cm
Width: 11 cm
wax weight: 515 g
RRP: €34,90

MediuM CandLe
Hight: 11,5 cm
Width: 9 cm
wax weight: 225 g
RRP: €22,90

SMaLL CandLe
Hight: 9 cm
Width: 7 cm 
wax weight: 90 g
RRP: €14,90

Wax MeLt
Hight: 3 cm
Width: 10 x 7 cm
wax weight: 50 g
RRP: €6,90
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desired by night

Get ready for a big night out. Coquettish dress, high heels, and in the background... night. 
Feel the longing and passion thanks to the unique, igniting composition of ginger and cardamom 
in the embrace of the tuberose flower, vetiver and charming patchouli.

Large CandLe
Hight: 16 cm
Width: 11 cm
wax weight: 515 g
RRP: €34,90

MediuM CandLe
Hight: 11,5 cm
Width: 9 cm
wax weight: 225 g
RRP: €22,90

SMaLL CandLe
Hight: 9 cm
Width: 7 cm 
wax weight: 90 g
RRP: €14,90

Wax MeLt
Hight: 3 cm
Width: 10 x 7 cm
wax weight: 50 g
RRP: €6,90
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gentelmen’s lounge

Impeccable manners, beautiful interior and exciting conversations among real gentlemen. 
Join the club and surround with the aromas of fresh bergamot and tonka complemented 
by notes of cedar, leather, musk and patchouli.

Large CandLe
Hight: 16 cm
Width: 11 cm
wax weight: 515 g
RRP: €34,90

MediuM CandLe
Hight: 11,5 cm
Width: 9 cm
wax weight: 225 g
RRP: €22,90

SMaLL CandLe
Hight: 9 cm
Width: 7 cm 
wax weight: 90 g
RRP: €14,90

Wax MeLt
Hight: 3 cm
Width: 10 x 7 cm
wax weight: 50 g
RRP: €6,90
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havana cafe

In a country of smiles and an endless dance, follow the rhythm of sensual rumba wrapped 
in the aromas of tobacco, vanilla, and a lush orchid.

Large CandLe
Hight: 16 cm
Width: 11 cm
wax weight: 515 g
RRP: €34,90

MediuM CandLe
Hight: 11,5 cm
Width: 9 cm
wax weight: 225 g
RRP: €22,90

SMaLL CandLe
Hight: 9 cm
Width: 7 cm 
wax weight: 90 g
RRP: €14,90

Wax MeLt
Hight: 3 cm
Width: 10 x 7 cm
wax weight: 50 g
RRP: €6,90



Vellutier® are jewels among scented candles, 
polished with masterful precision, which thanks to 

harmonious, carefully selected ingredients will light up 
with their beauty every interior making it unique. 
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vintage library

Take a seat in our library filled with the volumes of the greatest masters. Relax in a comfortable armchair 
by the oak desk and feel the unique atmosphere of this place thanks to the sophisticated notes of excellent 
dark rum, resinous opopanax and labdanum, bourbon vanilla and Indian sandalwood.

Large CandLe
Hight: 16 cm
Width: 11 cm
wax weight: 515 g
RRP: €34,90

MediuM CandLe
Hight: 11,5 cm
Width: 9 cm
wax weight: 225 g
RRP: €22,90

SMaLL CandLe
Hight: 9 cm
Width: 7 cm 
wax weight: 90 g
RRP: €14,90

Wax MeLt
Hight: 3 cm
Width: 10 x 7 cm
wax weight: 50 g
RRP: €6,90
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by the fireplace

A pleasant cracking of a burning fireplace. Warmth and radiance... 
Spread out comfortably on the sofa and smell the warmth of birch and cedar 
with a pinch of cloves smoothly changing into sensual aromas of musk and sandalwood.

Large CandLe
Hight: 16 cm
Width: 11 cm
wax weight: 515 g
RRP: €34,90

MediuM CandLe
Hight: 11,5 cm
Width: 9 cm
wax weight: 225 g
RRP: €22,90

SMaLL CandLe
Hight: 9 cm
Width: 7 cm 
wax weight: 90 g
RRP: €14,90

Wax MeLt
Hight: 3 cm
Width: 10 x 7 cm
wax weight: 50 g
RRP: €6,90
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into the wilderness

Unusual and decisive combination of citrus chords combined with notes of redcurrant, 
ambra and teakwood - an intriguing composition that will take you to the vibrant 
and intense fragrances of Thailand.

Large CandLe
Hight: 16 cm
Width: 11 cm
wax weight: 515 g
RRP: €34,90

MediuM CandLe
Hight: 11,5 cm
Width: 9 cm
wax weight: 225 g
RRP: €22,90

SMaLL CandLe
Hight: 9 cm
Width: 7 cm 
wax weight: 90 g
RRP: €14,90

Wax MeLt
Hight: 3 cm
Width: 10 x 7 cm
wax weight: 50 g
RRP: €6,90
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rendezvous

Is it the first date? Moments full of excitement and sensuality. In our seductive composition
you will feel the notes of ozone, jasmine, rosewood and orris, highlighted with tempting 
accords of cedar, sandalwood and musk.

Large CandLe
Hight: 16 cm
Width: 11 cm
wax weight: 515 g
RRP: €34,90

MediuM CandLe
Hight: 11,5 cm
Width: 9 cm
wax weight: 225 g
RRP: €22,90

SMaLL CandLe
Hight: 9 cm
Width: 7 cm 
wax weight: 90 g
RRP: €14,90

Wax MeLt
Hight: 3 cm
Width: 10 x 7 cm
wax weight: 50 g
RRP: €6,90
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imperial casablanca

Love the fairy-tale atmosphere hidden in the rich culture of Morocco. Wander with us through magical 
alleys decorated with ornaments of swirling colours. Massage your senses with a rich aroma of royal
spices and perfumes thanks to the chords of bergamot, heliotropium and white cardamom completed 
with sensual patchouli, cedar and sweet vanilla.

Large CandLe
Hight: 16 cm
Width: 11 cm
wax weight: 515 g
RRP: €34,90

MediuM CandLe
Hight: 11,5 cm
Width: 9 cm
wax weight: 225 g
RRP: €22,90

SMaLL CandLe
Hight: 9 cm
Width: 7 cm 
wax weight: 90 g
RRP: €14,90

Wax MeLt
Hight: 3 cm
Width: 10 x 7 cm
wax weight: 50 g
RRP: €6,90
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rosy cheeks

Rosy cheeks, furtive glances... delicate and extremely feminine, floral composition of the chords of a freshly 
blossomed rose and violets, highlighted by the accents of jasmine, cashmere and a pinch of vanilla.

Large CandLe
Hight: 16 cm
Width: 11 cm
wax weight: 515 g
RRP: €34,90

MediuM CandLe
Hight: 11,5 cm
Width: 9 cm
wax weight: 225 g
RRP: €22,90

SMaLL CandLe
Hight: 9 cm
Width: 7 cm 
wax weight: 90 g
RRP: €14,90

Wax MeLt
Hight: 3 cm
Width: 10 x 7 cm
wax weight: 50 g
RRP: €6,90
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rooftop bar

Admire the beauty of never sleeping city from our sky bar... submerge your senses in the aromas 
of a slightly sparkling Prosecco swaying through the fruity notes of blueberries, currants, 
strawberries and sweet vanilla.

Large CandLe
Hight: 16 cm
Width: 11 cm
wax weight: 515 g
RRP: €34,90

MediuM CandLe
Hight: 11,5 cm
Width: 9 cm
wax weight: 225 g
RRP: €22,90

SMaLL CandLe
Hight: 9 cm
Width: 7 cm 
wax weight: 90 g
RRP: €14,90

Wax MeLt
Hight: 3 cm
Width: 10 x 7 cm
wax weight: 50 g
RRP: €6,90
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evening at the opera

Curtain up, let the orchestra play! Feel the uniqueness of the evening at the opera surrounded 
by notes of delicate freesia, hibiscus and lotus, wrapped in powdery notes of coconut milk, cashmere and musk.

Large CandLe
Hight: 16 cm
Width: 11 cm
wax weight: 515 g
RRP: €34,90

MediuM CandLe
Hight: 11,5 cm
Width: 9 cm
wax weight: 225 g
RRP: €22,90

SMaLL CandLe
Hight: 9 cm
Width: 7 cm 
wax weight: 90 g
RRP: €14,90

Wax MeLt
Hight: 3 cm
Width: 10 x 7 cm
wax weight: 50 g
RRP: €6,90
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Japanese garden

Delight your senses  within a charming sanctuary of flowers. A perfect bouquet of blooming freesia, 
jasmine, white lilac and lily of the valley, wrapped in notes of sandalwood, patchouli, ambra and vanilla.

Large CandLe
Hight: 16 cm
Width: 11 cm
wax weight: 515 g
RRP: €34,90

MediuM CandLe
Hight: 11,5 cm
Width: 9 cm
wax weight: 225 g
RRP: €22,90

SMaLL CandLe
Hight: 9 cm
Width: 7 cm 
wax weight: 90 g
RRP: €14,90

Wax MeLt
Hight: 3 cm
Width: 10 x 7 cm
wax weight: 50 g
RRP: €6,90
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bridal bouquet

Special moments deserve a special setting. Feel the magic of this important time thanks to a floral combination 
of delicate cyclamen and roses, wrapped in the notes of freshly picked palm leaves and violets.

Large CandLe
Hight: 16 cm
Width: 11 cm
wax weight: 515 g
RRP: €34,90

MediuM CandLe
Hight: 11,5 cm
Width: 9 cm
wax weight: 225 g
RRP: €22,90

SMaLL CandLe
Hight: 9 cm
Width: 7 cm 
wax weight: 90 g
RRP: €14,90

Wax MeLt
Hight: 3 cm
Width: 10 x 7 cm
wax weight: 50 g
RRP: €6,90
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midnight toast

Toast at midnight. This night has a special magic. Swirl with us in unusual dance of aromas: 
gin and tonic, cantaloupe, orange flower, teak and cedar.

Large CandLe
Hight: 16 cm
Width: 11 cm
wax weight: 515 g
RRP: €34,90

MediuM CandLe
Hight: 11,5 cm
Width: 9 cm
wax weight: 225 g
RRP: €22,90

SMaLL CandLe
Hight: 9 cm
Width: 7 cm 
wax weight: 90 g
RRP: €14,90

Wax MeLt
Hight: 3 cm
Width: 10 x 7 cm
wax weight: 50 g
RRP: €6,90



Vellutier® candle is a perfect gift. 
Their elegant look, precise finish and carefully selected 

aromas will make everybody feel very special. 

Vellutier® candles relax perfectly and bring 
a unique atmosphere in every home.
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african olibanum

Sun-kissed resin olibanum, enriched with the fragrance of cedar wood and golden amber, 
are the true richness of Oman. Feel the smell of real orient thanks to full charm of this composition.

Large CandLe
Hight: 16 cm
Width: 11 cm
wax weight: 515 g
RRP: €34,90

MediuM CandLe
Hight: 11,5 cm
Width: 9 cm
wax weight: 225 g
RRP: €22,90

SMaLL CandLe
Hight: 9 cm
Width: 7 cm 
wax weight: 90 g
RRP: €14,90

Wax MeLt
Hight: 3 cm
Width: 10 x 7 cm
wax weight: 50 g
RRP: €6,90
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madagascar  adventure

A great adventure on one of the most interesting islands in the world. Visit Madagascar 
with us and find its greatest scented treasures in the notes of vanilla, white orchid, 
heliotropium wrapped in accords of ambra and sandalwood.

Large CandLe
Hight: 16 cm
Width: 11 cm
wax weight: 515 g
RRP: €34,90

MediuM CandLe
Hight: 11,5 cm
Width: 9 cm
wax weight: 225 g
RRP: €22,90

SMaLL CandLe
Hight: 9 cm
Width: 7 cm 
wax weight: 90 g
RRP: €14,90

Wax MeLt
Hight: 3 cm
Width: 10 x 7 cm
wax weight: 50 g
RRP: €6,90
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ancient  oakwoods

Immerse yourself with us in the ancient, emerald forest, where giant oaks reign supreme. 
Absorb the soothing fragrances of the virgin forest with a combination of notes of oak, moss, 
white cedar and ambra, complemented by notes of bergamot, cardamom, cashmere and resin galbanum.

Large CandLe
Hight: 16 cm
Width: 11 cm
wax weight: 515 g
RRP: €34,90

MediuM CandLe
Hight: 11,5 cm
Width: 9 cm
wax weight: 225 g
RRP: €22,90

SMaLL CandLe
Hight: 9 cm
Width: 7 cm 
wax weight: 90 g
RRP: €14,90

Wax MeLt
Hight: 3 cm
Width: 10 x 7 cm
wax weight: 50 g
RRP: €6,90
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intimate & cozy

Wrap yourself in smooth satin and soft velvet. Feel the pleasant fragrance of vanilla, sandalwood, 
ylang ylang and peonies balanced by relaxing chamomile and cashmere with a touch of green tea leaves.

Large CandLe
Hight: 16 cm
Width: 11 cm
wax weight: 515 g
RRP: €34,90

MediuM CandLe
Hight: 11,5 cm
Width: 9 cm
wax weight: 225 g
RRP: €22,90

SMaLL CandLe
Hight: 9 cm
Width: 7 cm 
wax weight: 90 g
RRP: €14,90

Wax MeLt
Hight: 3 cm
Width: 10 x 7 cm
wax weight: 50 g
RRP: €6,90
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sensual charm

In the kingdom of aromas, find an extraordinary charm of sensuality hidden in our unique composition. 
Juicy grapefruit seasoned with tarragon and nutmeg, wrapped in a tempting amber and sandalwood 
with the addition of vetiver - this is a proposition for seekers of sophisticated elegance.

Large CandLe
Hight: 16 cm
Width: 11 cm
wax weight: 515 g
RRP: €34,90

MediuM CandLe
Hight: 11,5 cm
Width: 9 cm
wax weight: 225 g
RRP: €22,90

SMaLL CandLe
Hight: 9 cm
Width: 7 cm 
wax weight: 90 g
RRP: €14,90

Wax MeLt
Hight: 3 cm
Width: 10 x 7 cm
wax weight: 50 g
RRP: €6,90
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porto di amalfi

Beautiful views: beach, blue sky and the waving sea. Feel the smell of sensual Italy thanks 
to the notes of sun-kissed Amalfi lemons and white thyme highlighted by the aroma of warm skin, 
teakwood and musk.

Large CandLe
Hight: 16 cm
Width: 11 cm
wax weight: 515 g
RRP: €34,90

MediuM CandLe
Hight: 11,5 cm
Width: 9 cm
wax weight: 225 g
RRP: €22,90

SMaLL CandLe
Hight: 9 cm
Width: 7 cm 
wax weight: 90 g
RRP: €14,90

Wax MeLt
Hight: 3 cm
Width: 10 x 7 cm
wax weight: 50 g
RRP: €6,90
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hills of provence

Go on an amazing journey - let the picturesque hills of Provence welcome you with a unique 
combination of notes of lavender, iris, bergamot, amber and patchouli.

Large CandLe
Hight: 16 cm
Width: 11 cm
wax weight: 515 g
RRP: €34,90

MediuM CandLe
Hight: 11,5 cm
Width: 9 cm
wax weight: 225 g
RRP: €22,90

SMaLL CandLe
Hight: 9 cm
Width: 7 cm 
wax weight: 90 g
RRP: €14,90

Wax MeLt
Hight: 3 cm
Width: 10 x 7 cm
wax weight: 50 g
RRP: €6,90
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Vellutier® candles with their elegance and unique 
aromas emphasize the decor of each interior, 

adding a refined glow to it.  

First-class quality and stylish form 
accentuate the uniqueness of both classic 

and modern decor .
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promotional materials

gift Bag
Hight: 23 cm

Width: 23 cm 
depth: 10 cm

MatCheS
length: 11,2 cm
Width: 3,6 cm 

diSpLay unit
Hight: 221 cm
Width: 116 cm 
depth: 41 cm



VELLUTIER CANDLES LIMITED

409-411 Croydon Road
BR3 3PP Beckenham

United Kingdom
candles@vellutier.com

DISTRIBUTION CENTER

ul. Swiatniczki 29, Poznan, Poland
tel:(0048)61 64 68 064
distribution@vellutier.com
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